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Abstract. In the last 10 years Open Source products have been widely used in 
industry. New methodologies and best practices to develop Open Source soft-
ware appeared. In this work, we present an application that runs on Android-
based mobile phones and collects proximity data with other devices via  
Bluetooth. The application gives new insights into measuring proximity inside a 
team of software developers. Data collection process is automatic so that the 
team members are not distracted from their daily activities. The collected data 
represent time frames when developers work alone at their machines and when 
they do Pair Programming with their colleagues. 

1 Introduction 

In the last 10 years Open Source based products have been widely used in industry [7], 
including platforms for mobile devices. For example, from the several operating 
systems for mobile phones (iOS, RIM OS, Windows Mobile, Android, etc), Open 
Source Android OS stands out as one of the leading platforms. Android is based on 
Linux, and ships with tools that provide significant support support for mobile-
oriented software development. Moreover, Android OS supports many technologies, 
e.g. 3G, WiFi, Bluetooth, and many others, making it a powerful platform. Taking 
advantage of such technologies and its Open Source nature, it opens a new space for 
mobile software development. In this work, our focus is to take advantage of these 
characteristics and exploring how Open Source platforms and tools can be leveraged 
for measuring software development process.   

Starting in the early ‘90s there have been several proposals for metrics for software 
processes and products [1, 3, 4, 12]. Since then, the way in which people develop 
software has changed dramatically. To determine how software is developed, there 
have been several studies that have been dedicated to automatic and non-invasive 
observation of behavior of software developers [3], in terms of code quality [9], time 
to market, effort distribution [1], knowledge transfer, etc. 
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The purpose of our research is to take advantage of such experience and to propose 
a new set of tools and methodologies to collect and interpret software metrics coming 
from emerging software production environments [8], making use of technologies and 
possibilities that mobile resources offer.  In this paper, we present DroidSense, a 
mobile application for Android based smartphones, that utilizes Bluetooth technology 
to measure proximity between team members. Using these data we can detect when 
developers work alone and when they do Pair Programming, working collaboratively 
on one task using a single machine. 

2 Related Work 

There have been several works aiming to compare existing mobile operating systems 
in terms of different quality characteristics. In [2], authors evaluate architectural 
openness of iPhone, Windows Mobile, Android, and others. The results evidence that 
Android and Symbian are more open for modifications than other platforms, making 
them attractive to carry out research and experimentation. 

In [13], authors explore Bluetooth potentials for designing interacting systems. 
Several benefits and  weaknesses of this technology have been identified, for 
example, Bluetooth chips can be carried by a person or placed in a specific location. 
Device names can be easily changed to uniquely identify persons or groups. With this, 
from the obtained data it is always possible to detect what kind of device has been 
encountered. However, Bluetooth is limited by short-range radio technology, so that 
only nearby located devices can be detected. Several scans might be needed to 
identify all the participating devices. For product assessment, in [11] authors 
developed BlueMonarch, an application to evaluate Bluetooth-based applications. 

In this study, we take advantage of such technologies and to apply them for 
software metrics collection. There is also a significant number of devices supporting 
Bluetooth communications: phones, headsets, hand-helds, laptops, etc. Some of such 
devices, like phones and headsets, very often are carried by people wherever they go, 
thus, the presence of such devices can provide a detailed map of the physical activities 
that developers do during their work, meetings, etc. Tools using Bluetooth to 
determine proximity exist, like ReduxComputing-Proximity [5], Where’s Blue [6], 
and Proximity Data Gathering For Android Through Bluetooth [10]. However, they 
are primitive and not yet adopted to extract detailed software metrics. 

3 DroidSense 

DroidSense is a system for the automated collection of proximity information 
between developers for software process analysis. DroidSense consists of a mobile 
Android application and a central server component responsible for receiving, storing, 
and analyzing the data. The collected data can then be viewed and analyzed through 
an according web interface providing different kinds of visualizations. The structure 
of the system is shown in Figure 1: 
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On the other hand, another pair programming session took place in front of the 
workstation of UE itself, while the pair programming session shown previously was in 
front of the teammate’s computer. The output is not presented as a list of detailed 
session detections, but rather the aggregated information of all of them. This helps on 
giving an overview of the activities performed through the day. It can be seen that the 
raw data is correctly interpreted, showing the user MS only appear for a small amount 
of 5 minutes during the scan period, while there is a longer pair programming session 
with MM. 

Project’s team managers at the Research Center reported a clearer identification of 
the execution of pair programming sessions, recognizing how devices group in front 
of a particular workstation for a given amount of time. DroidSense was useful to 
understand the interaction among developers: the distance between users and devices 
can be appraised, allowing to observe how such distance shifts when one user 
approaches a colleague, leaving his own workstation. This visualization was reported 
by the team managers as suitable to conduct further analysis on the importance of 
people’s physical distribution in the way a team collaborates. 

5 Conclusions 

Measurement has become a major factor of importance in software development. 
Project deadlines, limited budget and high customer expectations require the 
continuous search for optimizing existing processes. 

In this work we presented a new approach in collecting data about Agile software 
development process by leveraging proximity measurements gathered using the 
Bluetooth technology through DroidSense, a system for Android OS which 
implements a software solution to characterize developer’s interaction using data 
gathered from their own mobile devices. Thanks to an experiment with several 
developers conducting an Agile software development project, we present the 
practical use of DroidSense and the resulting process analysis. Using DroidSense 
shows that the collected data provides a valuable insight in the stakeholder’s 
interactions within the process by automatically detecting a developer’s involvement 
in computer work or pair programming sessions. 

Using a widely spread technology such as Bluetooth, an Open Source operating 
platform like Android, and a wide range of Open Source frameworks and tools allows 
a team to slim down the development investment without losing the functionality 
required by architecture, design and implementation demands. Moreover, there is no 
costly setup required but installing a mobile app, and engineers do not have to 
undergo a major training phase or adapt their working habits. 
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